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TECHNICAL INFORMATION
1

GENERAL INFORMATION

DLTCAD 2014 is very powerful and versatile specialized software. It is used for designing overhead transmission lines
for the transportation of alternating current electrical power. Using a graphical user’s friendly interface, the software
versatility allows for the design of transmission lines by selecting topographic data which can be stored in the
software either in XYZ (UTM coordinates) or in XZ (TPG coordinates for profile mode). The range of voltages that can
be used for designing transmission lines are from medium to high voltages (7 kV to 500 kV), which have been
standardized by the electrical power industry worldwide.

Fig. 01
MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS:

Operating System: Windows XP, Windows Vista, Windows 7 and Windows
Hardware
:Pentium IV or higher, 10MB Hard Disk

8 (32b and 64b)

The DLTCAD comes with tools that capture multiple experiences in designing transmission lines, project
layout for construction works, remodeling of existing lines, etc.
Its application in the design sector lines is wide and can be used in the development of new projects, project
layout for execution of work, lifting of existing lines, etc.
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SCHEMATIC STRUCTURE.
The software is represented by the following modules:
Data Bases
Structure Tables (Ensamblies)
 Three Phase Structures
 Biphase Structures
 Single phase Structures
Support Tables
 Wood supports
 Concret supports
 Metal supports
 Steel towers
Conductors Tables
Insulators Tables
Terrain Types Tables
Obstacle Types Tables
Grounding Types Tables
Foundation Types Tables
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Calculation Modules
Mechanic calculation of Conductors:
Calculation of the catenary
Calaculation of Final EDS
Solution of ECE
Simulation of mechanical deformation due to
Creep effect.
 Calculation of conductor tension for each
span
 Calculation of sag for each span
 Tables of sags for conductor clampped





Capabilities Evaluation:
(Steel towers, H-Frames, Single Poles and
others)






Clearances
Maximum Horizontal Span
Maximum Weight Span
Maximum Wind Span
Others

Additional calculations
(Only for full Model):
Swing insulator chains.
Sags on sheaves Tables (Offset)
Loads Tree
Minimun security distances to lateral profiles
Maximun termal capacity (Ampacity), based
on IEEE Standards.
Electrical parameters of Line
 Vibrations doe to galloping.
 Others.
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Project
Input Data









Survey data in XYZ (UTM) or in XZ
format (profile mode)
Environmental conditions (Hypothesis
of state)
Design considerations
Types of assemblies
Support types
Conductore types

Ouputs (Results)











Line profile drawingns
Plan drawings
Strcctures lists
Saggings tables
Calculation of Final EDS
Report of swing insulator chains
Offset Tables
List of materialss
Others.

User Interfase
Usuario
Desing environment

Multiple Files

Multiple conductors per phase

Editable embedment depths

Setting general desing conditions

State hypothesis issue

Zoom options

Plan views

Profile drawing views in A1 format

Profile drawing views in contintinuous
format.

Display results in design time and in
graphical form.

Menús interactivos

Design with mouse

Graphical alarms.

Others.
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SOFTWARE TOOLS
2.1

TOPOGRAPHIC DATA MANAGEMENT

The topographic data are the basic information needed to develop the design.
These data can be entered in any of the following formats:


Topographic data in UTM coordinates (X,Y,Z). These data allows to trace the line route and the
topographic profile is automatically calculate in the same environment. Exists an option for encoding
the vertices and the line route will be trace automatically.



Topographic profile calculated in XZ format (Cumulative, altitude, angle, label), the calculation of
these data should be made first.

Fig. 02

2.2 DATA BASES
Data bases are Tables conformed by each of their components associated to the line design (structures,
supports, conductors, others)
The program has the ability to store all this information in separate files, allowing it to be reused by other
projects.
All databases are editable, this enables the user to be storing information needed for each project, which may
use their own convenience
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Fig. 03

To maintain this facility has a general
database for the program and a particular
data table for each project.
Whenever a new project starts, the user
can retrieve from the general database,
data may deem necessary and copy it to
the tables of the project. In the database
project, you can add new items, update
data, delete unwanted items, without
affecting the data stored in the general
database.

Fig. 3

The "Fig 03" and "Fig 04" are examples of
data tables respectively of conductors and
supports of the project.

Fig 4

2.3 ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS (HYPOTHESIS OF STATE)
It can work up to 10 scenarios by type of conductor. The user can define the number of hypotheses which
considers necessary to work and can add or remove hypothesis according your requirement.
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Moreover considering work with up to 5 types of conductors for each span:

Fig. 05

Circut1 Phase Conductor: Phase conductor for the Principal Three Phase Circuit.
Circuit 2 Phase Conductor: Only for double circuit.
Overheat ground wire: Applicable for lines with Overheat ground wire
Neutral Cable: Applicable for lines with neutral continuous wire.
Secondary Conductor: Additional Conductor that could be used the
catenary of any other conductor that is included in the line, Example:.
ADDS wired communications, fiber optics cable.
The program works with a group of hypotheses for each type of
conductor (one for each type of conductor), which can be applied
according to the characteristics of each project.
Each state hypothesis can be edited and / or modified either because of
its data or name.

Fig. 06
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2.4 MECHANICAL CALCULATION OF CONDUCTORS
It takes place in two separate phases
Phase of general calculations:
Generates Final EDS tables, tensions and sags for horizontal and uneven spans as defined by the users.
The results can be applied to predict other results, evaluate supports performance, and prepare diagrams
of mechanical loading, etc. prior to the development the structures distribution.
Phase of design development
Applied when designing a particular line.
Automatically calculates the catenary and its components for all spans and according to the hypothesis.
In this phase is calculated for each span the effect of the permanent elongation of the conductor due to
the efforts to be applied and recalculates the catenary to the conditions of the final EDS and therefore
efforts, the spans, sags and other parameters each time that an action involving changes in any of these
values , example: to relocate a structure, changing hypothesis, changing the initial EDS, etc.
For the calculation of the final EDS uses the polynomial Stress- Strain characteristic of the conductor
For the calculation of the catenary and conductor tensions the exact hyperbolic equations are used,
applying finite numerical methods for solving some equations. This maximum precision in the results is
achieved.

2.5

SAFETY DISTANCES CALCULATIONS

Vertical distance to ground:
Evaluates the vertical distance to ground from all the catenary points, with reference to the limit value
set by the user according to technical standards and safety considerations. Also includes options for
setting different safety distances for special cases, example: Crossings of roads, streets, rivers, and so
on. The program evaluates during design time vertical security distances for all points of the
topographic profile, generating graphic alarms in case any catenary is below the established limits,
enabling the user to take corrective actions.
Distances between conductors:
Evaluates per each span the distances between conductors of different phases at mid-span,
calculating in each case the actual distances between phases according to the geometrical
configuration of the side structures. Then these distances are compared with the permissible values,
counting with the formulations established by the different technical standards, the same as the user
can select according to his design considerations. In case a particularly span not meet minimum
safety distances, an easy graphical identify alarm is generated.
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INSULATOR SWING CALCULATION. (Available in Full Module)

Evaluated at design time the insulator strings oscillation and presents a graphical alarm in case of
exceeding the permissible limit. Allows to add counterweights and recalculates the new conditions of
the chains
Additionally generates a status report of the angles of oscillation per each structure, where the user
can change the quantities of counterweights and in the same report.

2.7

VIBRATION ANLYSIS DUE TO GALLOPING (Available in Full module)
Evaluates the spatial displacement of the conductor by galloping effect. Simulating the area
encompassing any incidents of it as an approach to the other phases

2.8

SAG TABLES CALCULATION
This calculation can be perform into 2 conditions:
Conductor on sheaves (Available in Full Module)
Develops the calculation of the arrows when the conductor is lying on the pulleys for chain
suspension, according to the actual locations of the supports. Determining the angle of deflection of
the chains and the offset of the conductor in each support. The table of results can be generated for a
configurable temperature range according to user requirements.
Clamped conductor
In this case generates the table of sags assuming they are rigid insulators type and not originate
offsets due to tension.
The results are presented in tables for a range of temperatures, as required by the user

2.9

CALCULATION OF LOADS OF TREES (Available in Full module)
Generates a load of tree for each type of structure as the capacities that have been defined. In each
case analyzes the stresses caused by conductor on the structures simulating normal and conductor
break.
The results are presented in a table of results which in turn is exportable to Excel.
For the calculation of the mechanical stresses to consider into the loaded trees, the program selects
the most critical loads based on the defined environmental conditions hypothesis for the type of
conductor.
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TRANSVERSE PROFILE ANALYSIS. (Available in Full module)

This concept is especially important in areas where the steep transverse profile presents significant
slopes. So it is necessary to analyze the vertical safety distance of the catenary points but in the axes
lateral to the line profile. The DLTCAD incorporates a data table of lateral profiles that can be edited by
the user. Allows up to three lateral profiles parallel to the axis of the line, which can control safety
distances of the conductor at design time.

3

USER INTERFACE
It is framed in a very friendly graphic environment and graphical icons for each option, giving the
possibility to run any tasks using only the mouse.
It makes predominant use of graphic icons and pull-down (dropdown) menus to facilitate the selection
of different options.

Among the options presented by the user interface can be mentioned:
Editing topographic profile: Once topographic profile data are loaded, they may be edited and / or
corrected in the program, being also possible to add or delete new survey points in graphical form or
manually via the keyboard.
Automatic distribution options: Performs automatic distribution of supports, taking into account the
minimum clearances to ground and maximum span due to separation of conductors.
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Editing structures: Change the types of structures, supports
types, add or remove guys, assign a type of grounding, etc.
Changes can be made one by one or automatically for the
entire project.
Catenary Editing: Allows separate the treatment of some
spans as slack spans, varying the initial EDS tension ; it is
possible to change the type of conductor for special spans
or change the conductor automatically for the entire project .
Options for Manual correction: Delete, add, and move to a
particular point or move supports continuously with the
mouse. It offers facilities to relocate supports according to
certain considerations as example: minimum distance to the
ground, nearest local topographic point at a certain distance
from the current location or side supports. All options are executed using the mouse
Presentation of results at design time: Each time an action is executed, the catenary, tensions,
supports conditions, clearances and other parameters are recalculated, which are shown as is the
case with just bring the mouse to the desired item; examples: the mouse on a catenary displays in a
window its parameter, weight span, wind span, sag , tensions and others. Similarly for the supports.
Image Amplification: Presentation on screen the entire project (Full Zoom) , selection options of
specific areas for scaling (Zoom by sections) , linear amplification or compression by using the mouse,
Zoom independent scales on the X axis and axis Z. These facilities allow you to view the entire line or
a specific section.
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Graphic alarms: Used to identify points of error in design, resulting in a versatile tool for the user. It
has a different type of alarm for each type of failure, so that the user at first glance may determine the
type of error and take corrective action very easily.
Among the types of errors that are signaled with graphic alarms are mentioned :
• Catenary below the minimum safe distance.
• Tension exceeds the safety coefficient of conductor.
• Distance between conductors below the regulated limit.
• Negative weight span
• Swing string exceeds the limit.
• Others.
It also has graphic indicators that help identify design elements:


Do not move: Not allowed to move support



Has Grounding : Support has Grounding



Section not allowed to place supports



Type of Support: A different color for deadend, alignment or angle structures.



Others.

4

OUTPUTS AND RESULTS

The program offers two types of outputs:
Outputs of Plane drawings
Outputs of Reports

4.1

DRAWINGS (PLANS) OUTPUT

Profile Drawings
Generates profile cut (drawings) plans in A1 format and all the necessary elements (vertical scale cuts,
horizontal scale cuts, angle cuts, strip scale, deflection angles, supports standardized symbols)
The vertical and horizontal scales are configurable.
The box automatically incorporates the necessary data, using the data defined in the general settings.
The (drawings) planes are exported to DXF format, ready for printing.
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Fig. 09

Plan Drawing

Automatically generates the polygonal line in UTM coordinates, which also main data such as support
number, type of structure, span lengths are incorporated.
This drawing can be exported in DXF format for further processing according to user needs.

4.2

REPORT OUTPUTS.

The principal types of reports that are obtained are mentioned:
Sheet of structures: Generate the Sheet of structures, with the necessary details, according to the
developed design (number and type of structure, support types, number of guys, deflection angles,
grounding types, etc.).
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Fig. 10

Sagging Table:
Generates a
detailed table of
sags and
tensions for
different
temperatures
according to a
configurable
range of
variation.
Table may be

Fig. 11

generated for clamped conductor and conductor on sheaves, the latter also calculates the offset of the
conductor.
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Summary of Materials: a complete summary of the main materials involved in the design of the line
(number of assemblies by type, number of carriers by type, amount retained by type, number of
groundings by type, number of conductors per type, others).
All generated reports can be exported directly to a spreadsheet (Excel), keeping the presentation format
or alternatively can be stored in text files type.

Fig. 12
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SUMMARY OF MAIN FEATURES


Interactive graphical menu and access to all options using the mouse and graphical icons.



Predominant use of graphic icons and use of pull-down (dropdown) menus.



Incorporates databases structures, supports, conductors and insulators. In all cases the user can
easily add new elements and generate their own databases.



Unlimited number of structures per project.



Up to 5 types of conductor per span and up to 4 conductors per phase.



Independent hypothesis of change of state for each type of conductor.

 Up to 10 hypotheses of change of state, each can be configured by the user.


Input topographic data in text file in XYZ format (UTM Coordinates) or XZ (topographic profile)
format.

 Allows to draw the line route and calculates the topographic profile for the traced route when
topographic data has been loaded in XYZ format.


Options for calculating the maximum conductor temperature (Ampacity) as Norma IEE738.

 Calculation of electrical parameters of line (positive sequence).


Calculation of catenary in final EDS conditions for each span.

 Calculations of insulator chain swing at design time.


Calculation of sagging tables and conductor offset.



Tree loads calculations for each structure.



Allows to evaluate minimum vertical clearance for lateral profiles.



Allows export directly to excel all reports and calculation tables



Auto Cut drawings in A1 format, configurable horizontal and vertical scales.



Option to export the profile drawings to DXF line format A1 size for autocad, (cut drawings and
incorporated boxes).

 Option to export profile drawings in continuous DXF format, for autocad with configurable scales


Option to automatically generate the line polygonal in UTM coordinates.
 Etc.

6


SUMMARY OF DESIGN FACILITIES.
Editing options of the topographic profile on the screen, move sections, insert new points, insert new
line angles, etc.



Interacts between the plan view and profile view.



Displays the attributes of each point, line angle, label points, facilitating quick identification.



Identifies prohibited sections, obstacles such as (rivers, roads, swamps, etc.). The user can create
their own obstacles table indicating the name for each case, minimum clearances, if allowed or not
put structures in that section.
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It can combine between different support types (Wood , Concrete , Metal, Tower) and structures,
selecting from databases



Options for automatic distribution of structures under configurable consideration, minimum safety
distances, maximum span due to the distance between conductors.



Options for manual correction of the locations of structures, moving, deleting, adding new structures.
Identification sections of the terrain profile, the catenary curve. The catenary that does not meet the
design considerations, is marked with a different color, allowing immediate identification.



Options to change type of conductor by sections or in some span in particular.



Graphic alarms for each type of error: exceeds the wind span, negative weight span, excess weight
span, exceeds insulator swing angle and others.



Complete zoom for the entire project and selection options of specific areas for scaling (Zoom by
sections).



To edit databases of assemblies, conductors and supports, so that the user can enter any type of
assembly according to the rules and geometry.



Displays the reference geometry for each type of structure, with the option that the user can add new
geometries and new reference images.



7

Etc.

CUSTOMER SERVICE


The product delivery, including users training in managing the software.



Our customers count on our permanent technical support, in this sense any additional information
or any questions about the management of software, will be attended immediately via email or by
phone.

8

WARRANTIES.
ABS Ingenieros SAC ensures optimum operation of software, the same that is backed by over 11
years in the market and our clients, nationally and internationally, currently have this product in
optimum operating conditions

ABS INGENIEROS SAC

www.absingenieros.com
facebook.com/electrical.software
informes_abs@absingenieros.com
Telef. (51-1) 2257556
Lima - Perú
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